The EZ2 is a very lightweight and compact active focus tool, which perfectly meets today’s demands of modern acquisition styles. Invented by Fritz Gabriel Bauer AAC, the famous designer of MOVIECAM and ARRICAM lines of cameras, Easyfocus and EZ2 both serve and revolutionize the art of focus pulling. It has never been easier and more precise to focus in delicate setups with cranes, rigs, remote heads, 4k, UHD, SteadyCam etc. Images keep getting sharper – it’s comforting to know that for the perfect focus you’ll need one take only.

By significantly minimizing the weight and size and perfectly balancing the distance reader on top of the camera, this system is the most operator friendly to date.

The EZ2 incorporates all functions of the rugged Easyfocus system with a touch-screen tablet PC, built-in wireless and LCS options.

“... sports live broadcast UHD, 4K, SteadyCam – you can’t miss the shot. Camera car operations – Easyfocus takes the challenge out of the equation ...”